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Summary

Both episodic memory and spatial navigation require
temporal encoding of the relationships between

events or locations. In a linear maze, ordered spatial
distances between sequential locations were repre-

sented by the temporal relations of hippocampal place
cell pairs within cycles of theta oscillation in a com-

pressed manner. Such correlations could arise due
to spike ‘‘phase precession’’ of independent neurons

driven by common theta pacemaker or as a result of
temporal coordination among specific hippocampal

cell assemblies. We found that temporal correlation
between place cell pairs was stronger than predicted

by a pacemaker drive of independent neurons, indicat-
ing a critical role for synaptic interactions and precise

timing within and across cell assemblies in place se-
quence representation. CA1 and CA3 ensembles, iden-

tifying spatial locations, were active preferentially on
opposite phases of theta cycles. These observations

suggest that interleaving CA3 neuronal sequences
bind CA1 assemblies representing overlapping past,

present, and future locations into single episodes.

Introduction

A challenging goal in neuroscience is to understand how
a particular neuronal mechanism that evolved for a given
function at an earlier stage of evolution can be employed
for another function in subsequently evolved brains. In
humans, the hippocampus and associated structures
are believed to support episodic and semantic memo-
ries (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Tulving, 1972; Squire,
1992; Eichenbaum et al., 1999). In contrast, work on ro-
dents suggests that these same structures play a critical
role in map-based spatial navigation (O’Keefe and Na-
del, 1978; Hafting et al., 2005) and/or dead reckoning
navigation/‘‘path integration’’ (McNaughton et al., 1996;
Redish and Touretzky, 1997). Neuronal mechanisms of
path integration and episodic memory are related be-
cause both processes require a coordinated integration
of sequential information in a spatial-temporal context.

Sequential activation of hippocampal place cells on
a track is believed to require a temporal context, as indi-
cated by the systematic relationship between spike tim-
ing and the phase of the ongoing theta oscillation in the
rat (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993). As the rat enters the re-
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ceptive field of the neuron, the spikes occur on the
peak of the theta cycle recorded at the CA1 pyramidal
layer and may precess a full period as the rat passes
through the entire receptive field of the cell. One explana-
tion of the ‘‘phase precession’’ phenomenon is the inter-
action between two inputs to place cells (‘‘pacemaker’’
model). One input represents environmental information,
whereas the exact timing is paced by a rhythmic theta
oscillation to all neurons, presumably from the septal
pacemaker (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al.,
1996; Mehta et al., 2002; Harris et al., 2002). A conse-
quence of the pacemaker model is a predictable tempo-
ral relationship between different place cells within the
theta cycle, even if place cells do not interact with each
other (Skaggs et al., 1996). An implication of this hypoth-
esis is that the best prediction of the rat’s position is re-
flected by the phase-place correlation of the recorded
multiple ‘‘independent’’ cells (Huxter et al., 2003). Be-
cause the pacemaker model does not require synaptic
interactions among place cells, the variability of the
space-spike phase relationship across subsequent trials
is considered to be ‘‘noise.’’ Therefore, the ‘‘ideal’’ phase
for each trial would be the average phase value of all tri-
als. Alternatively, sequential segments of the track are
represented by unique sets of cell assemblies, which
are bound together by synaptic interactions into an epi-
sode (Tsodyks et al., 1996; Jensen and Lisman, 1996).
This organization implies temporally coordinated activity
within and between anatomically distributed groups of
sequential cell assemblies (Hebb’s ‘‘phase sequence’’)
(Hebb, 1949). According to the latter (assembly) model,
phase precession of spikes within the theta cycle would
result from the intrinsic oscillatory dynamics of the hip-
pocampal formation in the framework of an attractor
dynamical systems model (Tsodyks et al., 1996; Jensen
and Lisman, 1996; Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997;
Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997; Wills et al., 2005).
In the assembly model, spike phase variability of the
place cells are temporally correlated because timing of
neuronal action potentials depends on the activity of
the synaptically connected cell assemblies in which indi-
vidual cells are embedded. To address these competing
hypotheses, we recorded from hippocampal CA1 and
CA3 neuronal ensembles as the animals explored a rect-
angular elevated track for food reward (Dragoi et al.,
2003), and we examined the temporal correlations be-
tween cell pairs in various aspects of the task. The find-
ings support an internally coordinated assembly model
and show that the most active assembly, representing
the current location/item and anchored to the trough of
the local theta cycle, is bound with the surrounding as-
semblies, representing past and future locations/items.

Results

Representation of Spatial Distances

by Temporal Correlation
We recorded from hippocampal CA1 and CA3 neurons
(n = 256 in four rats) during navigation on a rectangular
elevated track for food reward (Dragoi et al., 2003).
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Figure 1. Representation of Place Sequences by Temporal Correlation

(A) Encoding of spatial location in five sequential place cells (color coded) by rate (top) and phase precession (bottom). Lines, position-phase

regression slopes.

(B) Significant position-phase linear regression slopes as a function of place field length (n = 270 fields).

(C) Relationship between median phase at field peak and firing rate. Inset: normal distribution of median phase at place field peak (mean is at

180º).

(D) Cross-correlogram (CCG) between two cells (orange cell at time zero versus magenta cell). Note theta frequency modulation over nine cycles

in 1 s. Star, peak of the smoothed (line) cross-correlogram at 470 ms.

(E) Time differences, determined by the peaks of the smoothed CCG of the nine cell pair combinations (left) and all pairs (right), as a function of

distance between field peaks, determined by the peak firing rates of the individual neurons (‘‘coding by real-time scale’’). Red line, running

median.

(F) Cross-correlograms (CCG) between blue (reference) cell versus green, orange, and cyan (partner) neurons at a short (theta) scale (F1) and

between other pairs ([F2–F4], color squares, reference neuron). Stars, peaks of cross-correlograms.

(G) Time differences, determined by the peaks of the short time scale CCG of the nine cell-pair combinations (left) and all pairs (right), as a function

of distance between field peaks (‘‘coding by theta time scale’’).
Figure 1 illustrates a typical sequential activation of
place cells with partially overlapping place fields (Jen-
sen and Lisman, 1996). As shown earlier, the spatial po-
sition of the animal correlated with both the firing rates
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978) of hippocampal pyramidal
neurons (Figure 1A, top) as well as the phase of spikes
within the theta cycle (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Huxter
et al., 2003) (Figure 1A, bottom). Thus, the spike phase
information provided an estimate of the distance trav-
eled from the beginning of the place field for a given neu-
ron. This distance information was cell specific rather
than expressed in an absolute metric, since the slope
of the spike phase shift depended on the size of the
place field (Figure 1B; see also Huxter et al., 2003).
Therefore, the distances between sequentially visited
places cannot be accurately calculated solely from the
phase precession of individual place cells.
The current position of the animal is defined by the
maximum firing activity of a population of place cells
(Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). Peak firing rates of
hippocampal pyramidal neurons were anchored to the
trough of the locally recorded theta cycle (Figures 1A
and 1C), as if the trough functioned as an attractor for
the assembly representing the current position (Wallen-
stein and Hasselmo, 1997; Tsodyks, 1999). Spikes
moved toward and away from the trough while the rat
traveled toward or away from the place field center, re-
spectively, resulting in an opposite phase relationship
of the spikes, on average, for the rising (beginning-to-
peak) and falling (peak-to-end) parts of the place field
(Figure 1C; see below).

The distance between adjacent place field peaks of
two neurons could be estimated from the temporal rela-
tionship of the corresponding neuronal spikes at two
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different time scales. At the longer or ‘‘real-time scale,’’
the time difference between the peaks of the smoothed
cross-correlograms (CCG) corresponded to the time it
took the rat to traverse the distance between place field
peaks (Figures 1D and 1E). At the shorter or ‘‘theta time
scale,’’ the same distances were represented by the
temporal relations of spikes at the tens of millisecond
time scale (Figures 1F and 1G). Below, we refer to this
distance versus theta-scale time-lag correlation as ‘‘se-
quence compression’’ and to its correlation coefficient
as ‘‘sequence compression index.’’

Assembly Coding of Place Sequence Information
Sequence compression was suggested to be the direct
consequence of the linear phase precession of individ-
ual neurons, relative to a global theta timing signal
(Skaggs et al., 1996). It was also hypothesized that the
phase of the spikes within the theta cycle but not their
firing rate is the critical variable for place representation
(Huxter et al., 2003). Because the pacemaker model
does not assume direct interactions among the place
cells, the most accurate prediction of the rat’s position
at any given place would be reflected by the phase-
position correlation of the recorded multiple cells (Jen-
sen and Lisman, 2000). Furthermore, the correlation
between place field distances and the temporal differ-
ences of place cell spikes at the theta time scale would
result exclusively from the theta phase precession. Al-
ternatively, in the assembly model of place representa-
tion, the temporal differences between neuron pairs
and the distances between corresponding place fields
could reflect the strength of synaptic interactions be-
tween cell assemblies representing the two sequential
positions (Muller et al., 1996). The two models predict
identical phase precession slopes of individual place
cells. However, the temporal correlation among assem-
bly members and the encoding of spatial relations (dis-
tances) between their place fields should be better in
the assembly model than in the pacemaker model be-
cause the former model assumes synaptic interactions
among the neurons. To distinguish between these alter-
native mechanisms, we examined the transformation
between real-time scale and theta-scale representa-
tions, the relationship between ‘‘dependent’’ and ‘‘inde-
pendent’’ cell pairs, and spike time coordination during
the rising and falling parts of the place fields.

To display the dynamics of ensemble representation
of the corresponding spatial distances as the animal
passed through sequential places, we plotted the se-
quence compression for the whole population of pairs
(as in Figure 1G) over several theta cycles within a 1 s pe-
riod. In Figure 2A, zero time-lag corresponds to the
occurrence of spikes of the reference neurons averaged
over multiple trials. The blue dots correspond to the av-
eraged time-space occurrence of spikes of the paired
neurons (Dragoi et al., 2003). This representation is anal-
ogous to simultaneously recording from every neuron in
the hippocampus, each representing a single place field,
and displaying the spatial-temporal evolution of the cor-
related ensemble spiking as the rat traverses the corre-
sponding place field of a reference neuron. In Figure 2A,
up to nine ‘‘clouds’’ can be recognized, spaced by 110–
120 ms intervals, relating to the duration of theta oscilla-
tion. Spatial distances were repeatedly represented by
the discharges of the partner neurons, beginning
w500 ms before the animal reached the center of the
place and lasted for another 500 ms until the rat exited
the field. The neuronal sequences were direction spe-
cific because distance versus time-lag plots of the
same cell pairs poorly correlated on the opposite jour-
ney on the track (compare blue and black lines in Fig-
ure 2A). The accuracy of predicting the field center grad-
ually increased in subsequent theta cycles as the animal
approached it, as indicated by the strongest distance
versus time correlation at the central cloud (Figure 2A).
The spatial extent of the central cloud was w40 cm, cor-
responding to the mean size of a place field in the dorsal
hippocampus (Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997).
Because the average walking velocity of the rats on the
track was 34 6 0.21 cm/s, corresponding to w5 cm
per theta cycle, shifting parts of the same field were re-
peatedly and intermittently represented by the same
groups of cells in six to nine subsequent theta cycles
(Figure 2A). Because of the large size of the place fields,
several place cells were active together in each theta
cycle, but the group composition varied from cycle to
cycle. The whole extent of the field was represented
only once in the central cycle, surrounded by place cells
of past and future positions. The similar sequence com-
pression within the past and future clouds, as reflected
by their similar axis orientation, is an indication of a rela-
tively fixed temporal relationship among the active neu-
rons. The real-time and theta-scale representations cor-
related at all distances (Figure 2B). The ratios between
real-time and theta time scale representation of dis-
tances (‘‘compression’’) increased with the length of the
represented distance (Figure 2C), suggesting that
the temporal coordination of neuronal discharges at
the theta-scale improved as the animal approached the
predicted place.

We addressed the stability of sequence compression
by comparing runs in the first and last quarters of the
sessions. Although each recording session was pre-
ceded by hours of activity in a different environment
(i.e., home cage), sequence compression was present
in the first quarter of laps and was not different from
that of the last quarter (Figure 2D; p = 0.3, Z test for
two correlation coefficients). This result suggests that
once formed, the sequence compression emerges in-
stantaneously in the proper spatial context.

Within sessions, individual place cells exhibited vari-
able firing rates across different laps (Mehta et al.,
1997; Fenton and Muller, 1998) (Figure 3A). We exploited
this variability to contrast the predictions of the common
pacemaker (independent phase-precession) versus co-
ordinated assembly models. In principle, across-lap var-
iability may occur independently within groups of neu-
rons that separately encode nearby spatial positions
and are most active on different laps (Samsonovich
and McNaughton, 1997). Alternatively, spike activity
may be temporally coordinated among sequentially ac-
tive cell assemblies that bind adjacent locations into
larger places on the linear track and whose discharges
therefore covary within laps. To distinguish between
these possibilities, cell pairs were separated on the ba-
sis of their lap-by-lap covariation of firing rates. Pairs
with significant within-lap covariation of firing rates at
the minute scale (corresponding to trial lengths) were
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Figure 2. Repeated, Asymmetric, and Compressed Representation of Spatial Sequences by Populations of Place Cells

(A) Prospective (negative values) and retrospective (positive values) repeated encoding of spatial distances (box). Oscillatory (repetitive) asym-

metric distribution of short time scale CCG peaks (left histograms), at w9 Hz (blue line), and representation of distances by the same pairs (black

line) recorded during runs in the opposite direction, demonstrating increased asymmetry of the internal representation. Dynamics of sequence

compression indices across several cycles (right curve). Values on the x axis represent percentage of the sequence compression index at the

central cloud (100%).

(B) Correlation between ‘‘real’’ (x axis) and theta time scale (y axis) CCG peaks of the same place cell pairs (‘‘compression ratio’’).

(C) Magnitude of compression ratio is proportional with the encoded distance. Each data point was computed as the average compression ratio

(y axis) of a subgroup of pairs that have their place field peaks separated by no more than the value displayed on the x axis. For each pair, com-

pression ratio was calculated as the ratio between the temporal bias on the large time scale CCG and the temporal bias on the theta scale CCG.

(D) Sequence compression is present in the first quarter of the session (early) and is similar to the one in the end quarter of the session (late).
termed ‘‘dependent,’’ whereas pairs with nonsignificant
correlation were termed ‘‘independent’’ pairs. A pair was
classified as dependent if its correlation coefficient, cal-
culated over the whole session, was equal to or larger
than the maximum of 500 times shuffled data of the
same pair (mean r = 0.47 versus mean of the maximum
shuffled correlation coefficient for each pair r = 0.33;
p = 10211, paired t test) and independent when its correla-
tion coefficient was smaller (Figure 3A). Eighty-one per-
cent of the dependent pairs and 74% of the independent
pairs were recorded from different electrodes. The se-
quence compression index (as calculated in Figure 1G
and the central cloud in Figure 2A) in the dependent
group (r = 0.82) was significantly larger than in the inde-
pendent group (r = 0.51; Figures 3B and 3C, top; p =
0.0004; Z test for two correlation coefficients;
Figure 3C, bottom; p = 10220, t test). Confining the anal-
ysis to dependent pairs recorded from separate elec-
trodes did not affect the correlation values significantly
(compare red and black lines in Figure 3C, top).

Although spatial proximity is a potential factor that
favors binding of past, present, and future locations, it
was not the primary cause of the observed increased
correlation for the dependent group. Most of the depen-
dent (90%) and independent (80%) pairs had their peaks
separated by no more than 25 cm. For this critical,
strongly overlapping range, the distance between place
field peaks was similar among the dependent and inde-
pendent groups (p = 0.073, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). If
spatial proximity were the single cause of sequence
compression, one would expect no difference between
the dependent and independent pairs with comparable
distances. However, when the analysis was confined
to these subgroups, the sequence compression index
remained significantly higher in the dependent (r =
0.81) versus independent group (r = 0.55) (Figure 3C,
top, compare blue and red lines, p = 0.004; Z test for
two correlation coefficients).

To examine how well individual place cells from the
dependent and independent groups predicted position
by their firing rate or spike phase, we calculated the in-
field peak rate and the correlation coefficient between
position and phase of spikes for each neuron (we refer
to this as ‘‘phase-position correlation’’). The peak firing
rates and the phase-position correlations were indistin-
guishable between the two groups (Figure 3D; p = 0.35
and p = 0.1, respectively, ranksum tests). Further control
analyses excluded the contribution of four additional in-
dividual place cell features as the cause of the signifi-
cantly larger sequence compression index in the depen-
dent versus independent group. First, the fraction of
spikes in burst (<6 ms interspike intervals) was compara-
ble in the two groups (0.21 6 0.01 versus 0.22 6 0.01, p =
0.55, ranksum test). No difference was observed in the
comparison of the place field lengths (Figure 3D; 50.3 6
2.4 versus 54.9 6 2.4 cm, p = 0.44, ranksum test) or the
spatial distribution of place field peaks on the
track (standard deviation: 71.1 versus 65.3 cm, p = 0.95,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). In addition, the sequence
compression index did not depend on the similarity in
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Figure 3. Place Sequences Are Best Represented by Temporal Coordination between Cell Assemblies

(A) Firing rates (counts per 2 s bins) of three place cells in a single session. The reference and ‘‘dependent’’ neuron (red) had a significant cor-

relation of firing rates between laps (r), whereas the ‘‘independent’’ neuron (blue) did not (i.e., r < rmax). rmax = maximum value of the distribution of

correlation coefficients between the reference and target cells after 1000 times random shuffling (see Experimental Procedures).

(B) Sequence compression (as in Figure 1G) for ‘‘dependent’’ (dep, red) and ‘‘independent’’ (indep, blue) pair of neurons.

(C) Tests of significance of temporal correlation among dependent (red) versus independent (blue) place cell pairs. (Top) Z test for two correlation

coefficients applied to subgroups of data with similar distances between field peaks from the dependent (red) and independent (blue) groups.

Arrow marks 25 cm distance between field peaks. In black are values for the dependent group after the elimination of cell pairs recorded by the

same electrode. (Bottom) t test. Blue: the distribution of sequence compression indices for the independent pairs calculated repeatedly on

a number of data points equal to the number of dependent pairs selected randomly (1000 iterations) from the larger population of independent

pairs. Red: correlation value for the dependent pairs. The height of the red bar is magnified 603 for comparison.

(D) Individual cells of the ‘‘dependent’’ (red) and ‘‘independent’’ (blue) groups have similar in-field peak firing rates, phase-position correlation,

percent of spikes in burst mode, place field length, and instantaneous speed of the animal while emitting spikes.

Bars are means and error bars are SEM.
slopes of phase precession, as the difference in slopes of
dependent (median 2.68º/cm) and independent pair
groups (median 2.01º/cm) were similar (p = 0.59, rank-
sum test). Finally, the instantaneous speed of the animal
at which spikes were emitted by the included cells was
also comparable for the two groups (Figure 3D; 35.25 6
1.3 versus 35.57 6 1 cm/s, p = 0.78, ranksum test), indi-
cating that activity restricted to a particular area of the
track or locations where the animal might have spent
more time cannot account for the observed difference
between the dependent and independent groups. Alto-
gether, these results support the hypothesis that in-
creased spatial-temporal correlation between depen-
dent cell pairs is not caused by differences in individual
place field features or by the animal’s different motor be-
havior but rather by the enhanced temporal coordination
among sequentially activated cells.

Firing rates of place cells increase in the rising part
and decrease in the falling part of the field. It has been
suggested that the linear nature of phase precession
of place cell spikes through the entire theta cycle in mul-
tiple cells serves to disambiguate the relative position of
the animal, in accordance with the common theta drive
model (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Jensen and Lisman,
2000; Huxter et al., 2003). To compare and contrast the
behavior of multiple independent single place cells
with the hypothesized coordinated ensemble activity,
we calculated the sequence compression index sepa-
rately from spikes fired by pairs of cells in the rising or
falling part of their fields. The sequence compression in-
dex was significantly higher during the rising (r = 0.63)
than in the falling (r = 0.3) part (Figure 4A; p = 0.0007,
Z test for two correlation coefficients). Accordingly, the
theta-scale cross-correlograms between spikes fired
by neuron pairs during the rising part of the place fields
had significantly sharper peaks than those calculated
from spikes fired in the falling part (Figure 4B; kurtosis
excess for all pairs = 20.42 6 0.05 and 20.77 6 0.03, re-
spectively; p = 1027, ranksum test). These findings sug-
gest different degrees of temporal coordination in the
two parts of the place field (roughly corresponding to
the theta half-cycles, Figure 1C). Since the field theta
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Figure 4. The Accuracy of Spatial Sequence Representation Is Different in the Rising and Falling Parts of the Place Field

(A) Sequence compression index for spikes emitted in the rising (blue) and falling (red) parts of the place field.

(B) Cross-correlograms (CCG) for a representative place cell pair in the rising (blue) versus falling (red) parts of the field. Note stronger modulation

of the CCG in the rising part of the place field.

(C) Phase-position correlation plot for the rising (blue) and falling (red) parts of an example place field. Phase was ‘‘unwrapped’’ (O’Keefe and

Recce, 1993) separately for each part of the field (values indicated under the data points) until the best position-unwrapped phase correlation

was obtained. Black lines, running means for each part of the field.
oscillation remains the same while the rat crosses the
entire field, these observations imply forces of coordina-
tion other than a common theta drive acting in the two
parts of the field, consistent with the assembly/attractor
model. On the other hand, several studies have shown
that even in individual place cells, spike phase coupling
is more reliable while the animal approaches the center
of the place field compared to after it passed the field
center (Skaggs et al., 1996; Mehta et al., 2002; Yamagu-
chi et al., 2002). Indeed, several parameters of single-
cell activity were also different in the two parts. The
phase-position correlation was significantly larger in
the rising (20.35 6 0.009) than in the falling (20.30 6
0.008) part of the fields (p = 1024; ranksum test; an ex-
ample is shown in Figure 4C). Consistent with this,
phase variance was smaller in the rising versus falling
part of the field (8571 6 199 versus 9850 6 182 deg2,
p = 3 3 1026, paired t test; Figure 5A), while ordering
and binning the data by position estimated a 24%
(30.6º 6 3.5º, p = 10212, paired t test) increase in theta
phase range (see Experimental Procedures) in the falling
part of individual place fields. In addition, the fraction of
spikes in bursts was significantly higher in the rising than
in the falling part of the fields (0.23 6 0.009 versus 0.17 6
0.009; p = 1024, paired t test; Figure 5A). Neither the
position variance (95.9 6 15.7 versus 87.8 6 11.6 cm2,
see Experimental Procedures) nor the position-phase
slope (24.81 6 0.24 versus 24.48 6 0.28º/cm) were dif-
ferent in the rising versus falling part of the fields (p =
0.67 and p = 0.94, respectively, paired t test; Figure 5A).
According to the pacemaker model, the increased
phase variability of independent single cells in the falling
part of the place field accounts for the decreased se-
quence compression index. In contrast, the assembly
model predicts that both the increased variability in sin-
gle cells and the decreased sequence compression in-
dex reflect a decrease in spike coordination among the
assembly members.

To examine whether the significant differences be-
tween the two parts of the field arise from a pacemaker
mechanism only, we introduced temporal or phase jitter
(see Experimental Procedures) to the spike times re-
corded during the rising part of the place fields to in-
crease their variability (Figure 5B). Adding a 10 ms or
30º jitter to the spikes emitted in the rising part was suf-
ficient to equalize the phase-position correlation
(20.29 6 0.002, p = 0.3, t test), phase variance (9847 6
35 deg2, p = 0.98, t test), position-phase slope
(24.97 6 0.04º/cm, p = 0.65, t test), and burst fraction
(0.17 6 0.004, p = 0.54, t test) with the values calculated
from the original (nonjittered) spikes in the falling part of
the fields (Figure 5B). Nevertheless, the sequence com-
pression index calculated from the spikes after shuffling
in the rising part remained significantly larger compared
to the falling part of the place field (0.51 versus 0.30; p =
102200, t test; Figure 5B). Abolishing the difference in
spike time coordination between the two parts of the
field required a time jitter of at least 35 ms (78% above
the observed variability) added to the spikes emitted in
the rising part of the field (r = 0.296 versus r = 0.297;
Figure 5B, left arrow; p > 0.6, t test). Importantly, the lat-
ter time jitter exceeded the physiologically estimated
10–30 ms long ‘‘lifetime’’ of the cell assemblies (Harris
et al., 2003). Altogether, these observations indicate
that temporal coordination of neurons and distance rep-
resentation at theta time scale cannot be simply ex-
plained by a pacemaker drive of multiple independent
phase-precessing cells but rather relies on precise tim-
ing among cell assemblies. To test this idea more di-
rectly, the cross-correlograms of the 10 ms jittered
spikes from the rising part of the fields were compared
with the cross-correlograms constructed from the origi-
nal spike trains of cell pairs in the falling part of the fields.
The jittered spikes maintained a significantly better tem-
poral coordination (kurtosis excess = 20.69 6 0.002, p =
5 3 1027, ranksum test) than the spikes emitted in the
falling part of the fields, despite similar phase-preces-
sion profiles. This suggests the existence of a transiently
increased temporal correlation among and across as-
sembly members that is more resistant to small pertur-
bations in individual spike trains than their phase rela-
tionship to a global theta signal, representing a more
robust way of preserving sequences.

Cooperation of CA3 and CA1 Assemblies
Recent studies have emphasized the distinct functional
roles of CA3 and CA1 neurons (Leutgeb et al., 2004; Lee
et al., 2004a, 2004b). Our findings add further support for
the functional differences between these regions and
explore their interactions within theta cycle. CA3 place
fields were more often bidirectional than CA1 neurons,
as measured by the median distance between the place
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Figure 5. Comparison of Individual Cell and

Cell-Pair Features in the Rising and Falling

Parts of the Place Field without (Original)

and with Spike Time/Phase Jitter

(A) Original spike trains. Blue, rising part; red,

falling part of the place field. From top to bot-

tom, averages of phase ranges, burst frac-

tion, phase variance, spike position variance,

and place-phase slope. Purple: mean of the

paired falling minus rising part differences in

phase ranges. Scale on the right y axis is in

milliseconds (for 8 Hz theta). Bars are means

and error bars are SEM.

(B) Changes in individual cell and cell-pair

features as a function of jittered spike times/

phases (x axis: 5 ms or 30º steps). Blue, rising

part; red, falling part of the place field. (Left)

From top to bottom (mean 6 SEM): sequence

compression index, burst fraction, phase var-

iance, position-phase correlation, and slope

of phase-place plot. Red dotted line: non-

jittered value for the falling part of the field.

Arrow: adding 35 ms jitter to spikes in the ris-

ing part of the fields reduced the sequence

compression index to that of the nonjittered

spikes emitted in the falling part of the field.

Gray rectangle, critical time/phase window

within which jittered activity in the rising

part of the fields becomes similar to the orig-

inal spike trains in the falling part of the fields.

(Right panels) Higher-resolution view of the

critical time window. Arrow, ‘‘excess’’ se-

quence compression index.
field peaks while the rat was running in clockwise and
counterclockwise directions (Figure 6A; 37 6 3.7 cm
for CA1, 16 6 4.8 cm for CA3 neurons; p = 0.015, rank-
sum test). Moreover, the firing rates of place cells in
the two directions of movement were significantly more
correlated for the CA3 (r = 0.58) than the CA1 (r = 0.35)
place cells (p = 0.02; Z test for two correlation coeffi-
cients). The phase-position correlation was significantly
smaller for the falling part of the field in CA1 pyramidal
cells, compared to the rising part (r = 20.32 versus r =
20.37; p = 1024, ranksum test) and comparable to the
correlation coefficients of CA3 neurons in both parts
of the field (Figure 6B; r = 20.28 versus r = 20.31; p =
0.54, ranksum test). This pattern of results was not al-
tered when, for each cell, spike phases were referenced
to the locally recorded theta signal (in the CA3 or CA1
pyramidal layer) rather than CA1 pyramidal layer (CA1
theta versus local theta: p > 0.44, paired t tests).
Whereas the firing rates of CA1 pyramidal cells were
comparable in the two parts of the field, CA3 neurons
were more active in the rising than falling half of the
place field (CA3 skewness = 20.14 6 0.04 versus
20.04 6 0.03 in CA1; p = 0.003, ranksum test; Figure 6C).
The increased negative skewness (see also Lee et al.,
2004a) and reduced directionality of CA3 versus CA1
neurons suggest that direction of movement and se-
quential order are specified in a different manner within
the two populations of pyramidal cells.

Differences between the two parts of the place field
presented above are further supported by the theta scale
temporal relationship of CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cells.
The two principal cell populations preferentially fired
on opposite phases of the theta oscillation in both the
rising and falling parts of the place field (Figure 6D).
This result suggests that CA3 assemblies predicted the
current location of the animal about one-half theta cycle
earlier than the CA1 representation and implies that dif-
ferent processes take place across different phases of
the theta oscillation (Hasselmo et al., 2002). Despite
these differences, spatial distances were represented
within and across hippocampal regions by the theta
scale temporal lags between CA3-CA3 (15% of all pairs),
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CA3-CA1 (23%), and CA1-CA1 place cell pairs, as indi-
cated by the significant sequence compression indices
in each comparison (Figure 6E).

The peaks of the unit autocorrelograms allowed us to
compare the frequency of the oscillating action potential
trains across regions and with the field theta rhythm
(O’Keefe and Recce, 1993). The frequency of place cell
oscillation of both CA1 and CA3 place cells (9.77 6
0.12 Hz and 10.51 6 0.28 Hz) was significantly faster
than the mean theta frequency in the CA1 pyramidal
layer (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993) (7.93 6 0.15 Hz; p =
5 3 1026 and p = 1026, respectively, ranksum test). The
frequency of spike oscillations of both CA1 and CA3
neurons were comparable in the rising and falling parts
of the place field (CA1 cells [n = 123]: 9.78 6 0.15 Hz
and 9.76 6 0.23 Hz, respectively; CA3 [n = 44 cells]:

Figure 6. Different Computations in the CA1 and CA3 Regions

(A) Directionality measure, defined as distance between place field

peaks of the same cell while the rat is running in clockwise versus

counterclockwise directions (normalized). Note reduced directional-

ity of CA3 fields (red) compared to CA1 (blue).

(B) Phase-position correlations for the rising (blue) and falling (red)

parts of the place fields for CA1 and CA3 cells (mean 6 SEM.). *, sig-

nificant difference between the two parts (p = 1024, ranksum test).

(C) Increased negative skewness of CA3 (red) versus CA1 (blue)

place fields (normalized).

(D) Phase of unit discharge of place cell spikes for the rising (blue)

and falling (red) parts of the field for CA1 (left) and CA3 (right) place

cells (reference: CA1 pyramidal layer theta). Note nearly opposite

phase preference of CA1 and CA3 place cells in both parts of the

field. Error bars are SEM.

(E) Sequence compression index for neuron pairs within and across

hippocampal subfields.
10.52 6 0.34 Hz and 10.06 6 0.43 Hz, respectively). Nev-
ertheless, analysis of variance revealed a significant
group effect (CA3 faster than CA1, p = 0.004), and
a post hoc comparison indicated that this difference
was due to the higher-frequency oscillatory activity of
CA3 neurons in the first half of place fields (p = 0.016,
ranksum test).

Discussion

Our findings suggest that sequential but phase-shifted
activation of CA3 and CA1 cell assemblies in the hippo-
campus can maintain past information, identify a current
item, predict future ones, and bind them into a sequence.
We hypothesize that the sequences are stored in the
autoassociative CA3 recurrent and CA3-CA1 collateral
systems (Muller et al., 1996; Jensen and Lisman, 1996;
Tsodyks, 1999) and are updated by entorhinal cortex-
mediated environmental signals (Zugaro et al., 2005;
Hafting et al., 2005) according to the following scenario
(Figure 7). During each theta cycle, the CA3-CA1 synap-
tic space is searched, recalling several temporally linked
cell assemblies, each representing spatial fields that the
rat just passed and would traverse during the next sec-
ond or so. Therefore, this compression mechanism pro-
vides a spatial-temporal context for the current item
represented by the most active assembly. The internal
sequence readout in the CA3 autoassociator (Kanerva,
1988; Treves and Rolls, 1992) is triggered by the environ-
mental input of the previous locations by way of the en-
torhinal cortex (Frank et al., 2000; Hafting et al., 2005).
The readout is forward in time, reflecting the sequence
order during learning. The receptive fields of the cell as-
semblies are w40 cm in size and shifted by 4–5 cm, cor-
responding to the distance moved by the rat in a single
theta cycle (Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997). The
predicted and perceived locations are replayed in tan-
dem by the CA3 and CA1 assemblies. The asymmetric
nature of spike timing-dependent plasticity (Levy and
Steward, 1979; Markram et al., 1997; Magee and John-
ston, 1997; Bi and Poo, 1999) favors temporally forward
associations in sequentially active assemblies (Mehta
et al., 1997). A consequence of the oscillatory temporal
organization of cell assemblies is the theta phase pre-
cession of spikes of single place cells. We suggest
that the overlapping past, present, and future locations
are combined into single episodes by sequential CA3
and CA1 assemblies in successive theta cycles. Several
computational models and empirical observations are
compatible with the above scenario (Hebb, 1949; Levy
and Steward, 1979; Lisman and Idiart, 1995; Muller et al.,
1996; Jensen and Lisman, 1996; Mehta et al., 1997; Wal-
lenstein and Hasselmo, 1997; Samsonovich and Mc-
Naughton, 1997; Tsodyks, 1999; Nakazawa et al., 2002;
Brun et al., 2002; Hasselmo et al., 2002; Zugaro et al.,
2005).

Temporal Coordination of Position Sequences

The distances between place field centers could be de-
duced from both the peak firing rates of neuron pairs on
the track and their temporal differences at theta time
scale. During successive theta cycles, multiple neurons,
representing overlapping place fields, shifted together
and sustained a temporal order relationship with each
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other so that the cell that fired on the earliest phase rep-
resented a place field whose center the rat visited first.
This sequence compression was suggested to be the
consequence of spike phase precession of individual
neurons, relative to a global theta timing signal (Skaggs
et al., 1996). In the simplest case, pyramidal neurons are
paced by the interference of two harmonic oscillators
with a small period offset, such as the medial septal
‘‘pacemaker’’ input and the entorhinal input (O’Keefe
and Recce, 1993). However, without additional mecha-
nisms, the phase interference model cannot explain
the phase-shifted sequences of CA3 and CA1 neurons
described here or the field size-determined differential
slopes of individual place cells. A refined version of the
dual-oscillator model operates at a single-cell level. In
this case, a transient dendritic depolarization from spa-
tial inputs produces a voltage-dependent oscillation at
a frequency slightly faster than the somatic pacemaker
theta input (Kamondi et al., 1998; Mehta et al., 2002; Har-
ris et al., 2002). Because neurons with stronger spatial
inputs oscillate faster, they have steeper phase preces-
sion slopes and smaller place fields. If place cells are se-
quentially activated on the track, a direct consequence
of the single-cell model of spike phase precession is

Figure 7. Illustration of the Spatial-Temporal Context and the Inter-

actions among CA3 and CA1 Cell Assemblies

Each position (P1 to P7) is defined by the most active cell assembly

firing at the trough of the theta cycle (e.g., P4 by the blue assembly).

The width of the bars indicates firing rates of the hypothesized as-

semblies while the theta time scale temporal differences between

assemblies reflect distances of their spatial representations. Be-

cause each assembly contributes to multiple place representations,

multiple assemblies are coactivated in each theta cycle. As a result,

the current position/item, represented by the maximally active as-

sembly at the cycle trough, is embedded in the temporal context

of past and future representations. Assembly sequences within

theta cycles could reflect strengthening of connections not only be-

tween adjacent places/items (e.g., P4-P5) but also between nonad-

jacent (e.g., P3-P5; P4-P6) items. This mechanism may allow dis-

tances to be translated into time and time into synaptic weights.

The CA3 and CA1 representations correspond to the predicted

(blue solid arrow) and updated positions (blue dotted arrow) by

the entorhinal cortex (EC), respectively. One position is indicated

by the boxed area. In the CA3 recurrent system, the temporal differ-

ences among assembly members are assumed to be reflecting syn-

aptic strengths between assembly members. Black dotted arrow:

hypothesized initiation of sequence recall.
the theta time scale temporal correlation between neu-
ron pairs with overlapping place fields. However, be-
cause the pacemaker interference models do not as-
sume direct interactions among the place cells, the
‘‘ideal’’ phase precession slope for a single place neuron
in any given trial would be that of the average slope
across all trials. According to this model, the correlation
between distances of place fields and the time/phase
differences of place neurons at the theta time scale
should arise from externally regulated timing mecha-
nisms (Jensen and Lisman, 2000).

Our findings showed a significantly better temporal
coordination among place cells than predicted by the
phase interference pacemaker models. This is not sur-
prising, because hippocampal neurons are embedded
in an interactive synaptic environment, and the timing
of their action potentials is biased not only by theta
oscillation pacing but also by all their synaptically con-
nected and spiking peers (Harris et al., 2003). The great
majority of intrahippocampal synapses is established by
the collateral system of CA3 neurons (Amaral and Witter,
1989; Li et al., 1994), and it has been hypothesized that
distances between place fields are encoded in the syn-
aptic strengths between CA3-CA3 and CA3-CA1 neuron
pairs (Muller et al., 1996). The excess temporal correla-
tions, therefore, may be explained by the experience-
dependent modification of synaptic strengths during
the initial exploration of the maze.

Our alternative hypothesis for the theta time scale cor-
relation among neurons is that sequential positions on
the track are represented by unique sets of cell assem-
blies, and phase precession of spikes is a result of tem-
porally coordinated activity within and between anatom-
ically distributed groups of sequentially activated cell
assemblies. A key mechanism in this process is the abil-
ity of the CA3 collateral system to support theta oscilla-
tion (Konopacki et al., 1988; Fisahn et al., 1998; Kocsis
et al., 1999). While the rat is traversing the track, unique
combinations of pyramidal cells are active in successive
theta cycles. The most active group at the trough of the
theta cycle (in the CA1 pyramidal layer) defines the cur-
rent location, flanked by spikes of other neurons on the
descending and ascending phases of theta, represent-
ing past and future locations, respectively. We hypothe-
size that as the rat moves forward, neurons on the as-
cending phase are attracted to the trough to represent
a new location because the oscillating assembly repre-
senting the current position exerts an excitation on the
trailing groups of neurons and advances their phase
(Williams et al., 1990). The synaptic strengths among
member neurons of an assembly, representing the same
location and discharging within the same gamma cycle
(Lisman and Idiart, 1995; Harris et al., 2003), determines
the place field size and, consequently, the slope of the
spike phase precession of the participating member
neurons. Synaptic strengths across assemblies, repre-
senting different locations and discharging in different
gamma cycles, can determine both their time/phase dif-
ferences within the theta cycle and the distances be-
tween the respective place fields. In addition, the oscil-
lating assemblies may also be responsible for the tem
poral coordination of medial septal neurons by way of
the hippocampo-septally projecting inhibitory inter-
neurons (Dragoi et al., 1999; Wang, 2002; Gulyas et al.,
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2003). The self-organized assembly model is supported
by the empirical observation that the learned neuronal
sequences of place fields are spontaneously replayed
during immobility and sleep-related sharp wave bursts
(Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Nadasdy et al., 1999;
Lee and Wilson, 2002) without extrahippocampal influ-
ences at a time scale slightly faster than during a given
theta cycle. The sharp wave-related activity may repre-
sent a mechanism for stabilization of assembly se-
quences (Buzsaki, 1989; Samsonovich and Ascoli,
2005). The observation that artificial plastic alteration of
intrahippocampal connectivity can modify previously
learned neuronal sequences of place fields (Dragoi
et al., 2003) provides further support for the assembly
model. However, the internally coordinated assembly
model alone cannot account for the phase-shifted activ-
ity of CA3 and CA1 cell assemblies.

Complementary Representation of Place Sequences

in CA1 and CA3 Regions
In the behaving animal, the concurrently active CA3
place cells are an important source of the intrahippo-
campal theta and gamma rhythms (Kocsis et al., 1999;
Csicsvari et al., 2003). The excitatory CA3 recurrent col-
laterals activate and coordinate interneurons in both the
CA3 and CA1 regions, building up temporally covarying
inhibition and gamma power nested within the theta cy-
cles (Csicsvari et al., 2003). Maximum inhibition and
gamma frequency power occur simultaneously in the
two regions, but coupled to the opposite phases of the
respective local theta cycles. As a result, CA1 neurons
can discharge maximally when their perisomatic inhibi-
tion is weakest, likely activated by the direct entorhinal
input (Brun et al., 2002). The CA3 input can assist in
this process by at least two different ways. First, the
CA3 generated feedforward inhibition can facilitate re-
bound discharges of CA1 place cells (Cobb et al.,
1995). Second, CA3 afferents can convert the dominant
feedforward inhibition of the entorhinal input to excita-
tion. In vitro experiments showed that electrical stimula-
tion of the entorhinal input typically evokes hyperpolar-
ization in CA1 pyramidal cells. However, when the
entorhinal input is activated 40–60 ms (i.e., half of the
theta cycle) after stimulating the CA3 afferents, the hy-
perpolarization was converted into depolarization and
discharge of the cell, due to a transient activation of
NMDA receptors and decreased release of GABA from
the inhibitory terminals (Ang et al., 2005).

The systems implication of the above findings is that
the most active CA3 assembly in a given theta cycle rep-
resents the predicted location of the rat’s head in the
next half of the theta cycle. If the layer 3 entorhinal input,
mediating the environmental effects (Hafting et al., 2005),
‘‘matches’’ the internal prediction, the CA1 pyramidal
cells will respond. However, if the prediction is not con-
firmed, the entorhinal input remains ineffective. By tem-
porally interleaving the entorhinal cortex-mediated input
with the CA3-generated assembly sequences, the dis-
charging CA1 pyramidal cells can provide an update of
position information in each theta cycle (Zugaro et al.,
2005). Viewed from this perspective, the CA3 and
CA1 systems operate as a functional unit during theta
oscillation.
Theta Cycle Compression of Sequences
and Episodic Memory

An interesting and challenging question in hippocampal
research is how a given physiological mechanism that
evolved in a small-brain animal (e.g., navigation in phys-
ical space) can be employed for more complex tasks in
humans (e.g., memory storage and retrieval). A route
passed by the rat in a simple maze can be tracked by
calculating the distances between cues, using self-
generated signals and time by a mechanism referred
to as dead reckoning or path integration navigation
(McNaughton et al., 1996). There are many parallels be-
tween path integration and episodic memory (Buzsaki,
2005). First, return to the home base by path integration
is possible after a single exploration. Similarly, episodic
learning usually requires a single trial. Second, both path
integration and episodic memory are self-referenced
and both require a spatio-temporal context (Tulving,
1972; Squire, 1992). Third, both processes rely on se-
quential information, primarily on the temporal relation-
ship between successive items. Fourth, in episodic
learning, stronger associations are formed between
stimuli that occur near each other in time, compared to
those that are separated by a greater interval, although
temporal links are established in both cases. Finally, in
learning, forward serial associations are stronger than
backward associations (Tulving, 1969; Kahana, 1996;
Fortin et al., 2004; Howard et al., 2005). The neuronal fir-
ing patterns observed physiologically in the rat hippo-
campus could account for these behavioral observa-
tions in humans. The temporal relationship between
neuron pairs was dramatically different in the opposite
directions of locomotion (McNaughton et al., 1983). The
position sequences in the maze were compressed into
single theta cycles, i.e., within the time window of
spike timing-dependent plasticity. The temporally com-
pressed representation of distances can facilitate the
association of not only immediately adjacent positions
but also integrates nonadjacent ones (higher-order rela-
tions) because what matters for the strengthening of
synapses is the temporal interval between the spikes
in the pre- and postsynaptic neurons (Levy and Steward,
1979). Testing of free recall of the learned episodes in
rats is difficult because the animals are exposed to the
same environment in repeated trials. Nevertheless, the
time compression of spikes into single theta cycles
and the phase shifts of cells assemblies in the CA3
and CA1 regions indicate that hippocampal neurons
do not simply represent the sensory environment, but
generate sequence information required for both path
integration and episodic memory.

Experimental Procedures

Four male Sprague-Dawley rats were implanted with eight indepen-

dently movable tetrodes in the dorsal hippocampus. Surgery, re-

cording, behavioral training, and unit separation were as described

earlier (Dragoi et al., 2003). A total of 391 place fields in both direc-

tions were analyzed in this study, 298 fields from 193 CA1 place cells

and 93 from 63 CA3 cells.

Theta Phase Analyses

The theta phase of unit firing was determined by a Hilbert transform

(Harris et al., 2003), after filtering the EEG in the theta range (6–10

Hz). The phase preference of unit discharge for rising/falling parts
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of the field of place cells was calculated using a unique reference

theta EEG signal recorded from the CA1 pyramidal layer as con-

firmed histologically and physiologically by the presence of many

active pyramidal cells and large-amplitude ripples at rest. Phase his-

tograms were constructed for each cell using 20º bins, and the sig-

nificant histograms (p < 0.005, Rayleigh test) were averaged, and

mean and standard errors were calculated for each bin. Phase-posi-

tion correlations and slopes were calculated using circular statistics

(O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Huxter et al., 2003) on at least 100 data

points (50 for half-fields). For each place cell and for the whole ses-

sion, the position of the spikes was plotted against their phase, sep-

arately for the rising and falling part of the field after maximizing the

corresponding phase-position correlation considering the circular

nature of the phase (see Figure 4C). From the beginning to peak

and peak to end of the place field, a phase range was calculated

for each nonoverlapping subgroup of four consecutive data points

(bin size = four points). The median of the distribution of phase

ranges, calculated for the rising versus falling part of the field for

each cell, was used further for comparison. The spatial size of

each bin was similar for the inbound and outbound portions of the

field (0.31 6 0.02 cm inbound and 0.34 6 0.02 cm outbound; p =

0.3, paired t test). Phase variance and position versus phase slopes

(slope of the least-squares linear regression line) were calculated af-

ter maximizing the corresponding phase-position correlation, con-

sidering the circular nature of phase. Spike position variance was

calculated as the variance of the distribution of on-track spatial po-

sitions (distance in centimeters from the beginning of the track) cor-

responding to the emitted spikes. For computing the average theta

frequency, theta oscillation epochs were detected (Dragoi et al.,

2003), power spectrum was calculated for the entire session, and

the local frequency maximum in the theta range (6–10 Hz) was

detected.

Cross-Correlation and Sequence Compression Analyses

‘‘Real-time’’ scale cross-correlograms (CCGs) between cell pairs

were calculated in 3 s windows with 3 ms bin size. The single peak

on the CCG was detected after low-pass filtering below 1.5 Hz.

The theta time scale CCGs were calculated in 350 ms or 1 s (Fig-

ure 2A) windows, with 1 ms bin size. Fast CCG peaks were detected

in 50 ms windows after filtering below 40 Hz. CCGs with <1 count/ms

or with no significant peak (< mean + 1.5 SD for CA1-CA1 and CA3-

CA1 pairs; +1 SD for CA3-CA3 pairs; +0.5 SD for rising/falling parts of

the field and for first/last quarters of sessions) were discarded. Au-

tocorrelograms (ACGs) were calculated as described above for the

CCGs in 1 s windows. The time lag between the two largest peaks

(low pass 40 Hz) was calculated and converted into frequency to

compute place cell oscillation frequency. Distances between any

two locations were calculated as the difference between the posi-

tions of the peaks of the two place fields, defined by the maximum

firing rates. Both the spatial distance versus CCG time-lag correla-

tions (sequence compression indices) and the position-phase corre-

lation coefficients were calculated using Spearman’s rank correla-

tion. Sessions were divided into quarters by laps. The average

number of laps in each direction was 32.5.

Dependent/Independent Pairs Analyses

For the detection of ‘‘dependent’’ pairs, spike times of each cell were

binned at 2 s such that the entire rate activity on a lap was com-

pressed in one bin (or occasionally two adjacent bins). After exclud-

ing the common zero-value bins, for all cell pairs, a correlation coef-

ficient was calculated between the binned activities of the pair

members. This measure reflected the degree of coactivation of neu-

ron pairs on multiple trials and was thus independent from the fine

temporal analysis of the CCG. The correlation coefficient was subse-

quently compared with a distribution of correlation values obtained

by time shuffling the nonzero bins of one member of the pair 500

times. The criterion of ‘‘dependent pair’’ was met for each individual

pair when the data-based correlation coefficient was larger or equal

than the maximum of the distribution of shuffled values for that pair.

The use of a qualitative criterion for pair separation leading to non-

continuous variables was imposed by the fact that sequence com-

pression index reflects a group value while dependence/indepen-

dence (coordination index) is calculated for each pair of neurons.

Computing a one-to-one correlation between sequence compres-
sion and dependence as a continuous variable was thus not possi-

ble. Using the criterion of absolute value of the lap-by-lap correlation

coefficient to arbitrarily create several groups of cell pairs indicated

the possibility of a nonlinear relationship between correlation coef-

ficients and sequence compression index. Because the number of

dependent pairs was smaller than that of independent pairs, the

value of the sequence compression index for the dependent pairs

(one value for the whole group of pairs) was compared (t test) with

a population (distribution) of indices created using an equal number

of data points with the dependent group selected randomly (1000 it-

erations) from the larger population of independent pairs (Figure 3C,

bottom). Skewness was calculated as the ratio between the third

central moment and the cube of the standard deviation. Kurtosis

was calculated as the ratio between the fourth central moment

and the fourth power of the standard deviation. Kurtosis excess is

generally a measure of ‘‘peakedness’’ of a distribution. In our case,

the closest to zero ‘‘cycle’’ of the oscillatory theta scale CCG (see

Figure 1F) was treated as a distribution whose kurtosis excess value

measured how sharp/precise the CCG/temporal coordination was.

The length of place field was generally defined as the distance (in

centimeters) between the two borders of the place field (places

where the rate was more than 10% of the peak firing rate). Burst

events were defined as spikes emitted within 6 ms interspike inter-

vals. Instantaneous velocity of the animal was determined sepa-

rately for each place cell, by dividing the length of its field by the

time it took the animal to traverse it.

Time/Phase Jitter Analyses

The time (phase) jitter of spikes was performed by adding to the orig-

inal spike time epochs (phases)—for each spike time (phase) individ-

ually—of a value extracted from a random normal population of time

intervals (phase values) with mean zero and standard deviation

equal with the value of the time (phase) jitter. The procedure was re-

peated 500 times for each value of the jitter: 5–125 ms in 5 ms incre-

ments (time), or 15º to 360º in 15º increments (phase).
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